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When you talk about sexual harassment in tech or in any other industry,
it's like dropping a nuclear bomb on your career. That fear of retaliation,
of it impacting your business in some way, is so, so real. We have a
financial responsibility to do what's best for our business, and if
speaking out is going to harm our business, is that OK?t
Susan Ho, cofounder, travel startup Journey

* Professor of Law and Oliver Ellsworth Professor of Federal Practice, University of South Carolina
School of Law. The author would like to thank Axton Crolley, Michael Parente, Adair Patterson, Sarah
Specter, and Matthew Turk for their superb research assistance. The article also benefitted greatly from
the help of Inge Lewis, Shannon Palmore, Rachel Ford, and Vanessa McQuinn.
1. Sara O'Brien & Laurie Segall, Money, Power & Sexual Harassment, CNN TECH,
<https://money.cnn.com/technology/sexual-harassment-tech/> (last visited May 6, 2019).
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I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last thirty years, Silicon Valley has been comprised of a
mostly male workforce.2 The rising modern economy in the technology
sector has generated billions of dollars and thousands of jobs across all fifty
states. The technology sector provides tremendous opportunities for
workers to individualize their employment experience and tailor it to their
lives and family needs. The flexibility inherent in this economy offers
benefits never seen before in the traditional brick-and-mortar employment
setting. This flexibility-particularly with respect to the number of hours
worked-was illustrated by one recent study which reported that
technology-sector workers spend about five hours a month performing
platform-based work.3 The massive reach of this emerging industry is also
impressive; the same study revealed that almost one-third of adults had
participated in some form of platform-type employment during the prior
month.4 The quick rise and exponential expansion of the sector have placed
it on unique legal footing. Indeed, traditional employment laws have
struggled to keep up with the dynamic and growing environment of the
technology sector. As one federal judge stated, resolving a technologysector case is akin to being "handed a square peg and asked to choose
between two round holes."5
The culture of employment in the technology sector is still defining
itself. One thing that is abundantly clear about this culture, however, is that
it is on a collision course with workplace discrimination doctrine. The
quick rise of many of these multimillion-dollar companies has occurred
without the type of sound structural underpinnings that are often found at
businesses of these sizes. Reports of widespread discrimination in these
industries, then, is not uncommon, as the types of training and reporting
mechanisms are not yet fully developed for many of these corporations.6
Indeed, a recent study reported that about 90 percent of females working in
the technology industry have observed sexist-type behaviors and 60 percent

2. See Andrea M. Matwyshyn, Silicon Ceilings: Information Technology Equity, The Digital
Divide and The Gender Gap Among Information Technology Professionals, 2 Nw. J. TECH. & INTELL.

PROP. 35, 35, 37-38 (2003).
BD. GOVERNORS FED. RESERVE SYS., REPORT ON THE EcONOMIc WELL-BEING OF U.S.
<https://www.federalreserve.gov/publications/files/2017-reporteconomic-well-being-us-households-201805.pdf>.
3.

HOUSEHOLDS IN 2017, at 19 (2018),

4. See id.
5. Cotter v. Lyft, 60 F. Supp. 3d 1067, 1081 (N.D. Cal. 2015).
6. See
generally Matwyshyn,
supra note
2;
ELEPHANT
IN
THE
VALLEY,
<https://www.elephantinthevalley.com/> (last visited May 6, 2019) (reporting on a 2015 survey
conducted by Women in Tech).
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have been subjected to sexual harassment directly.7 Another study found
that substantially more platform-based workers had experienced workplace
harassment than their counterparts in other industries.
While
discrimination
in the
technology
sector
appears
disproportionate in a number of areas-most notably age-this paper
focuses on the widespread issues in this industry that have occurred with
respect to gender. 9 In particular, there appears to be a disproportionate level
of sex discrimination across the technology sector when compared to other
industries. 10 Sexual harassment, gender discrimination, and even sexual
assault are often rampant at companies within the technology sector. 1
7. Liza
Mundy,
Why Is Silicon
Valley
So Awful
to
Women?,
ATLANTIC
(Apr. 2017), <https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2017/04/why-is-silicon-valley-so-awfulto-women/517788/>; ELEPHANT IN THE VALLEY, supra note 6 (noting that "90% [of women in tech]
witnessed sexist behavior at company offsites and/or industry conferences" and "60% of women in tech
reported unwanted sexual advances").
8.

See EDISON RESEARCH & MARKETPLACE,

SEXUAL

HARASSMENT IN THE WORKPLACE:

#METOO, WOMEN, MEN, AND THE GIG ECONOMY 3 (2018) [hereinafter Research Poll],
<http://www.edisonresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/Sexual-Harassment-in-the-Workplacemetoo-Women-Men-and-the-Gig-Economy-6.20.18-1.pdf>; The Criminal Justice System: Statistics,
RAINN, <https://www.rainn.org/statistics/criminal-justice-system> (last visited May 6, 2019).
9. See Peter Gosselin & Ariana Tobin, Cutting "Old Heads" at IBM, PROPUBLICA (Mar. 22,
2018), <https://features.propublica.org/ibm/ibm-age-discrimination-american-workers/>.
10. See Kathryn Casteel, Sexual Harassment Isn't Just A Silicon Valley Problem,
FIVETHIRTYEIGHT (July 13, 2017), <https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/sexual-harassment-isnt-just-asilicon-valley-problem/> ("[T]he data that is available makes it clear that sex-based discrimination and
harassment are problems far beyond tech . . . . Of the sex-based complaints that were categorized by
sector, the most occurred in health care (14 percent of the total), manufacturing (12 percent) and retail
(11 percent). (The EEOC's data doesn't break out tech as its own industry.)"); Zoe Corbyn & Emily
Chang,
Why
Sexism Is Rife
in Silicon Valley, GUARDIAN (Mar.
17, 2017),
<https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/mar/17/sexual-harassment-silicon-valley-emily-changbrotopia-interview> ("'Well, Silicon Valley can't possibly be worse than Wall Street.' Well, it is.
[Because the] gender imbalance is a lot bigger...."); Sheelah Kolhatkar, The Tech Industry's GenderDiscrimination Problem, NEW YORKER
(Nov. 13,
2017), <https://www.newyorker.com/
magazine/2017/11/20/the-tech-industrys-gender-discrimination-problem> ("It's the imbalance of pay
and power that puts men in a position to harass, that gives them unchecked control over the economic
lives of women and, as a result, influence over their physical lives. These subtler forms of
discrimination, familiar to almost any woman who has held a job, can in fact be especially insidious,
since they are easier for companies, and even victims, to dismiss.... This problem is perhaps nowhere
more evident than in the technology industry."); Kim Parker & Cary Funk, Women are More
Concerned than Men about Gender Discrimination in the Tech Industry, PEW RES. CTR. (Oct. 10,
2017),
<http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2017/10/10/women-are-more-concerned-than-menabout-gender-discrimination-in-tech-industry/> ("Women in the U.S. are substantially more likely than
men to say gender discrimination is a major problem in the technology industry, according to a Pew
Research Center survey conducted in July and August."); Joel Rosenblatt, Ex-Twitter EngineerSeeks to

Show

Women

Can Climb

Only

So

High,

BLOOMBERG

(Oct.

23,

2017,

5:31

PM),

<https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-10-23/ex-twitter-engineer-seeks-to-show-women-

can-climb-only-so-high>.
11. See generally Alyssa Newcomb, Silicon Valley Grapples With How to Fix a Sexist Culture,
NBC NEWS (July 26, 2017, 3:15 PM), <https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/silicon-valleygrapples-how-fix-sexist-culture-n776906>; Kimberly Weisul, Yes, Sexual Harassment in Tech Is Really
That Bad 78 Percent of Female Founders Say, INC (Dec. 6, 2017), <https://www.inc.com/kimberlyweisul/study-seventy-eight-percent-female-founders-sexually-harassed-or-know-someone.html>.
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This symposium paper examines why gender discrimination has
created so much difficulty for employers in the technology sector. It
explores exactly what it is about the technology sector that creates such a
prevalence of these types of problems. This paper further examines what
can be done to address these problems, and how employers-and the
general public-can work to minimize the types of gender discrimination
issues that currently exist in this modern economy. This ongoing issue
should be looked at more closely by technology companies given the
potential for this type of harm across the sector. Much can be done to
reduce these types of occurrences and to limit the potential liability for
employers.
This symposium essay is meant only to identify some of the basic
rationales for the culture that exists in the technology sector, and to address
some possible ways to fix the problems inherent in the modern economy.
This essay is thus limited to identifying some of the basic rationales
explaining the existing culture in the technology sector, raising some
possible avenues of redress, and beginning a dialogue about the very real
problem of sexual harassment (and even assault) that faces this industry. A
more thorough analysis is needed in all of these areas, and this essay seeks
only to start this important discussion. In Part II, this paper explores the
prevalence of gender discrimination in the technology sector. It examines
why there is such widespread sex discrimination in this field, providing
several markers that explain its occurrence, and it looks at specific
incidents where harassment has occurred. In Part III, this paper proposes a
number of different avenues that could be explored to help resolve this
pervasive problem, discussing several ways to begin recognizing and
addressing these abusive workplace environments. While not exhaustive,
these suggestions provide several possible solutions to the present problem
of hostile work environments in the technology industry. Part III of this
paper also explores the very important issue of sexual assault in the
technology sector. And, this section briefly looks at how customers can be
victimized by the existing culture in this industry. It further explores the
potential liability employers are exposed to in the face of this situation.
As a note before beginning the heart of this paper, it is worth pointing
out that there are many well-intentioned employers in the technology sector
that have gone out of their way to create a respectful and professional
working environment. These employers have addressed gender
discrimination issues quickly and effectively. This essay does not seek to
disparage these employers by association. Though this paper makes broad
strokes in its characterizations of the widespread discrimination in this
industry, these should be considered only as a generalization of an ongoing
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problem. Like any industry, there are many good actors in the technology
sector as well.
II. GENDER DISCRIMINATION

IN THE TECHNOLOGY SECTOR

Gender discrimination is widespread and prevalent in the technology
sector, and numerous reports of this type of inappropriate workplace
behavior will be described in further detail below. Among the more highprofile instances of such conduct are the experiences of Susan Fowler, an
engineer working for Uber. 12 Ms. Fowler detailed her experience at the
company, noting that it was obvious that her manager "was trying to get me
to have sex with him, and it was so clearly out of line that I immediately
took screenshots of the[] chat messages and reported him to HR." 13 With
respect to other female workers at Uber, Ms. Fowler stated that "[w]omen
were transferring out of the organization, and those who couldn't transfer
were quitting or preparing to quit. There were two major reasons for this:
there was the organizational chaos, and there was also the sexism within
the organization." 14
Similarly, in another well-known claim of harassment in the
technology sector, a former vice president at the dating app Tinder,
Whitney Wolfe, alleged that she had been subjected to threats and a
sexually hostile working environment.15 Ms. Wolfe alleged that she had

12. See Susan Fowler, Reflecting on One Very, Very Strange Year at Uber, SUSANJFOWLER.COM
(Feb. 19, 2017), <https://www.susanjfowler.com/blog/2017/2/19/reflecting-on-one-very-strange-yearat-uber> ("It was clear that he was trying to get me to have sex with him, and it was so clearly out of
line that I immediately took screenshots of these chat messages and reported him to HR. . . . When I
reported the situation, I was told by both HR and upper management that even though this was clearly
sexual harassment and he was propositioning me, it was this man's first offense, and that they wouldn't
feel comfortable giving him anything other than a warning and a stern talking-to. Upper management
told me that he 'was a high performer' (i.e. had stellar performance reviews from his superiors) and
they wouldn't feel comfortable punishing him for what was probably just an innocent mistake on his
part. I was then told that I had to make a choice: (i) I could either go and find another team and then
never have to interact with this man again, or (ii) I could stay on the team, but I would have to
understand that he would most likely give me a poor performance review when review time came
around, and there was nothing they could do about that.").
13. Id. See generally Ben Smith, Uber Executive Suggests Digging Up Dirt on Journalists,
BUZZFEED (Nov.
17, 2017), <https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/bensmith/uber-executivesuggests-digging-up-dirt-on-journalists#.lnWWoGzZM>.
14. Fowler, supra note 12. Uber hired former U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder to look into the
allegations against the company. Steven Overly, Uber Hires Eric Holder to Investigate Sexual
Harassment Claims, WASH.
POST (Feb.
21,
2017),
<https://www.washingtonpost.com/
news/innovations/wp/2017/02/21/uber-hires-eric-holder-to-investigate-sexual-harassmentclaims/?utmterm=.5edb71737130>. See generally Klint Finley, Tech Still Doesn't Take
DiscriminationSeriously, WIRED (Feb. 20, 2017), <https://www.wired.com/2017/02/tech-still-doesnttake-discrimination-seriously/>.
15. Abby
Phillip,
Read
the Most
Surprising Allegations from
the
Tinder
Sexual HarassmentLawsuit, WASH. POST (July 1, 2014), <https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-
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been referred to as a "whore" in the presence of the company CEO by her
supervisor,16 and she further produced text messages with her supervisor
and the CEO that were both racist and sexist in nature."1 Pursuant to her
allegations and experience at the company, while "it is tempting to describe
the conduct of Tinder's senior executives as 'frat-like,' it was in fact much
worse-representing the worst of the misogynist, alpha-male stereotype too
often associated with technology startups."18 The case was eventually
settled for over a million dollars, with her former supervisor resigning from

the company. 19
This type of behavior is not only unethical, it is a clear violation of
federal employment discrimination law under Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 (Title VII). Title VII covers all workplaces with fifteen or
more employees and prohibits employers from taking an adverse action
against a worker on the basis of race, color, sex, national origin, or
religion. 20 Sex discrimination has been specifically covered by the statute
since its inception, and the protections afforded by the statute have been
interpreted in subsequent years to include both sexual harassment and
hostile work environments.2 1 Indeed, the Supreme Court has expressly
adopted both theories of discrimination. 22 Gender discrimination and sexual
harassment, then, are among the broadest and most comprehensive
concepts and theories of discrimination, including not only prohibitions
against discriminatory tangible actions, but environments that are hostile in
nature as well.
The technology sector-just like any other employment setting-is
covered by these same Title VII protections. Thus, employers in the
technology sector that have a large enough workforce are prohibited by
federal law from discriminating against workers on the basis of gender.
Similarly, tech-based companies are prohibited by Title VII from

switch/wp/2014/07/01/read-the-most-surprising-allegations-from-the-tinder-sexual-harassment-

lawsuit/?noredirect on&utm_term=.d46a7d40b16f>.
16. Id; see Complaint at 44, Wolfe v. Tinder, No. BC550105 (Super. Ct. Cal. Sept. 5, 2014),
<https://www.rezlaw.com/News-Events/06-30-14_Complaint with Exhibits-i .pdf>.
17. See Complaint exhs. 1-10, Wolfe v. Tinder, No. BC550105 (Super. Ct. Cal. Sept. 5, 2014),
<https://www.rezlaw.com/News-Events/06-30-14_Complaint with Exhibits-i .pdf>.
18. Id. ¶1.
19. Steven Bertoni, Exclusive: Sean Rad Out as Tinder CEO. Inside the Crazy Saga, FORBES
(Nov. 4, 2014), <https://www.forbes.com/sites/stevenbertoni/2014/11/04/exclusive-sean-rad-out-as-

tinder-ceo-inside-the-crazy-saga/#6010891f3ccd>.
20. 42 U.S.C. §§ 2000e to 2000e-17 (2012).
21. Id. § 2000e-2(a); Meritor Savings Bank v. Vinson, 477 U.S. 57 (1986) (adopting hostile work
environment claims as a viable theory of discrimination under Title VII).
22. See Mentor Savings Bank, 477 U.S. at 64-67 (discussing theory of sexual harassment under

Title VII).
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establishing or permitting a hostile work environment on the basis of sex.
These provisions seem to have particular importance to this emerging
economy which, as a general matter, appears to be facing disproportionate
levels of gender-based discrimination. 23 And, just like any other area of the
law, technology sector companies are similarly liable when they create
sexually hostile or abusive environments, even where female employees
are not denied any tangible benefits, 24 or do not suffer any demonstrated
psychological harm.2 5
An important question to ask in attempting to resolve the gender
discrimination that exists in this area is why the technology sector creates
such a unique setting for perpetuating this type of inappropriate activity.
What is it behind the culture in this workplace that creates so many
inherent problems? This section will explore some of the fundamental
characteristics of the technology sector that will act as markers to explain
the problems in this industry.

A. Why?
There is certainly no objective empirical basis for explaining the
prevalence of sex discrimination issues in the technology sector. Indeed, it
may even be possible to explain away these types of claims as receiving
disproportionate levels of media attention and/or plaintiffs having a desire
to bring claims against employers with particularly deep pockets. While
there is some plausibility to these different rationales, on its face the more
straightforward explanation for the rise of sex discrimination claims in the
industry is that there is something inherent in the culture of the technology
sector that is creating an abusive environment. This would not be a
completely unique result. In the past, certain industries and businesses have
operated in an environment which has-in practice-practically cultivated
sexually hostile working environments. The airline industry, for example,
is notorious for having subjected its female flight attendants and other
airline personnel to different forms of sex discrimination over the years in

23. It is worth noting that even where federal law may not apply, state or local provisions may
still prevent discrimination in a particular workplace. Many states have lowered the number of
employees necessary for coverage. See, e.g., CAL. GOv'T. CODE §§ 12926(d) (2017) (providing that
"employer" includes any person regularly employing five or more persons).
24. See generally Faragher v. Boca Raton, 524 U.S. 775 (1998); Burlington Indus., Inc. v. Ellerth,

524 U.S. 742 (1998).
25. Harris v. Forklift Sys., Inc., 510 U.S. 17, 22 (1993) ("Title VII comes into play before the
harassing conduct leads to a nervous breakdown. A discriminatorily abusive work environment, even
one that does not seriously affect employees' psychological well-being, can and often will detract from
employees' job performance, discourage employees from remaining on the job, or keep them from
advancing in their careers.").
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pursuit of higher profits.26
The current culture of the technology sector seems to be a bit different
from the airline model, however. Indeed, the hostile work environment and
sex discrimination created in this industry does not appear to be one thaton its face-was established to generate higher revenues. Rather, the
discrimination seems to stem more from the backgrounds of the individuals
who created these companies. There are a number of different factors
which likely explain the prevalence of sex discrimination in technology as
well as the culture of harassment that exists. No single factor completely
explains this environment, and there are a number of different reasons that
have led to the creation of what has been called the "tech boys' club." 2 7
B. A Problem of Education
Part of the problem likely can be found in the academic setting and
early educational opportunities available to both genders. Notably, there
tends to be a disproportionate number of men who enter and continue to
study in the fields of computer science, mathematics, information
technology, and other science-based topics that are often necessary to form
the fundamental building blocks needed by workers to make advancements
and excel in this industry. 28 Early on, then, females are at a disadvantage
when pursuing these different fields of study and often find themselves
channeled to other educational opportunities. Indeed, existing research
suggests that males are much more strongly encouraged to pursue studies in
the science-related fields critical to success in the technology sector.2 9
C. A Problem of a DisproportionateWorkforce
Given that more males pursue and obtain the credentials necessary in
this area, then, it is not surprising that over the past two decades the

26. See generally Denis Binder, Sex Discrimination in the Airline Industry: Title VII Flying High,
59 CALIF. L. REv. 1091 1101 (1971). ("Almost from the beginning stewardesses have been subject to
restrictions that have not been applied to male employees, not even male stewards. The primary
restrictions have been related to age and marriage.").

27. Nick Bilton, "Silicon Valley Has Its Own Unique Kind of Harassment": Will Technology
Have Its #MeToo Moment?, VANITY FAIR (Dec. 15, 2017), <https://www.vanityfair.com/
news/2017/ 12/silicon-valley-has-its-own-unique-kind-of-harassment-will-technology-have-its-metoo-

moment>.
28. See Matwyshyn, supra note 2, at 35-36 ("The percentage of women earning degrees in
computer science has declined steadily since 1984 and the attrition rate among women computer
science students is higher than among men."); Mundy, supra note 7.
29.

See CMUSTIANNE CORBETT & CATHERINE HILL, AM. ASS'N OF UNIV. WOMEN, SOLVING THE

EQUATION: THE VARIABLES FOR WOMEN'S SUCCESS IN ENGINEERING AND COMPUTING 15, 17, 34

(2015).
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technology industry has lacked female workers and has consisted of a
largely male-based workforce. 30 The discriminatory culture is established at
an early age and reinforces itself, as women often pursue non-sciencebased educational opportunities and fields of study. 31 Gender biases and
stereotypes create a number of problems for women long before they even
begin to consider a career in technology. 32 Our educational structure thus
disadvantages women at an early age, channeling more men into the types
of fields which will ultimately lead to employment in this sector. Retention
can also be a big problem in this field. Where women do navigate the many
educational and employment boundaries that exist and successfully enter
the technology sector, some choose not to stay. 33 This too is not a
surprising result, given the unpleasant working environments and
discriminatory cultures often seen at tech companies. 34 One study
concluded that females are not leaving as a result of family concerns or a
distaste for the job itself, but because of "workplace conditions, a lack of
access to creative roles, and a sense of feeling stalled in one's career."31
As a result of these types of cultural biases and educational
opportunities, it is also not surprising that there are a disproportionate
number of men who have pursued science-based studies at the more
prestigious academic institutions. 36 Those who excel at these colleges also
tend to be those who either self-select or are identified as having the
potential for success in the technology sector. 37 These factors have resulted
in a so-called "Brotopia" in the technology industry. 38 Regardless of
whether this environment is seen as a "tech boys' club" or "Brotopia," the
result is that we can observe an industry which has established the ultimate
30. See id. at 17, 34; Matwyshyn, supra note 2, at 35, 37-38.
31. See Olga Khazan, The More Gender Equality, The Fewer Women in STEM, ATLANTIC (Feb.
18, 2018), <https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2018/02/the-more-gender-equality-the-fewerwomen-in-stem/553592/> (noting that only 18 percent of computer science degrees at American
universities awarded to women).
32. See CORBETT & HILL, supra note 29, at 34-37.
33. See generally id. at 15 ("Over a relatively short period of time, a field that was once relatively
gender integrated has become solidly male dominated."); Mundy, supra note 7.
34. Jessica Guynn, Here's Why Women, Blacks and HispanicsAre Leaving Tech, USA TODAY
(Apr. 27, 2017), <https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/news/2017/04/27/toxic-workplaces-technologywomen-minorities-retention/100977038/> (discussing how one "study reinforces earlier findings that
the tech industry is like a sieve for underrepresented groups. [Another] study found that women in tech
leave their jobs at twice the rate of men. Another found that after about 12 years, about half of women
had left their jobs in STEM fields, mostly in computing or engineering").
CATHERINE ASHCRAFT ET AL., WOMEN IN TECH: THE FACTS: 2016 UPDATE // SEE WHAT'S

35.

CHANGED

AND

WHAT

HASN'T

11

(2016),

<https://www.ncwit.org/sites/default/files/resources/

ncwit_women-in-it_2016-full-report final-web06012016.pdf>. See generally Mundy, supra note 7.
36.

See Bilton, supra note 27.

37.
38.

Id.
Id.
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glass ceiling and is largely dominated by males with science-based
backgrounds who have done extremely well in college. This industry is one
that, unfortunately, also appears to invite sexual harassment, as it appears
to be an almost "frat-like" environment that extends from the college
setting to the workplace. 39 The quick success and male-dominated
workforce of many of these companies have established overly relaxed
working environments that are often conducive to this type of abusive
behavior. 40 Indeed, in many ways the technology sector is now the new
Wall Street-a male-oriented working environment which has led to quick
success for many employees and the negative treatment of women
generally. 41 The largely male-based workforce is also helping to create an
atmosphere that is more conducive to harassment.
D. A Problem ofInvestors
This discriminatory atmosphere is only enhanced by the nature of the
companies themselves. Many of these startups rely on financing from
outside investors. These investors, by and large, are often comprised of
males or male-dominated groups. 42 Thus, the discrimination is cyclical, and
even those on the sidelines looking to invest in this area tend to be made of
a single demographic group. 43 Where successful, these investors and
companies are thus created, supervised, and dominated by males-many of
whom are only shortly removed from college and who have quickly gained
widespread financial success in this emerging industry.'
The picture that is drawn here is of an industry that has arisen quickly
with little diversity in its makeup. The sector tends to consist largely of
males, many of whom are reaping financial successes for the first time. The
companies have often only been founded in recent years and lack many
institutional norms. And, the individuals at the upper echelons of these
companies do not come with the same professional background and
experience found in other industries. Indeed, "diversity numbers have

39. See Kolhatkar, supra note 10 ("'Now you had the frat boys coming in, and that changed the
culture.... People were talking more about the cool things they had done than the products they were

building."').
40.
41.
once was
42.
43.

See Bilton, supra note 27; Mundy, supra note 7.
See Kolhatkar, supra note 10 (discussing how Silicon Valley has replaced Wall Street, which
highly troubled with stories of sexually inappropriate behavior).
See generally Mundy, supra note 7.
See Dan Primack, Top of the Morning, Axos PRO RATA, <https://www.axios.com/

newsletters/axios-pro-rata-30ed724c-d7e7-4b55-9d69-40752b60aa2e.html>
("Nearly 9% of decision-makers at U.S. venture capital firms are women.").
44. See generally Kolhatkar, supra note 10; Mundy, supra note 7.

(last visited May 19, 2019)
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barely budged in recent years, and many women say that while sexism has
become somewhat less overt, it's just as pernicious as ever." 45 This result is
a recipe for disaster when considered in the harassment context and
explains the "Brohood"-type label given to this sector.
This is not to say that all male workers in the technology sector
consider harassment to be some type of "entitlement" that comes with the
job. However, the widespread lack of diversity in this area almost
necessarily lends itself to many of the difficulties experienced by this
industry. And, combined with the many other unique aspects of a sector
that is still grappling with its identity, we are left with an image of the "tech
boys' club"4 6 which is so often negatively portrayed in the media and
popular culture, 47 usually for good reason.
E. The Problem of Transparency
In addition to a culture that has been created from the ground up
through a largely male-dominated grip, there is also a distinct problem with
transparency in this field, particularly with the platform-based part of this
industry. This lack of transparency only fosters the abusive nature of the
workplace environment in this sector. This lack of transparency plays out
in a number of different ways in the technology sector. To begin, platformbased companies often operate with a palpable sense of anonymity.
Workers may not know who their customer is going to be on any given
day, and may have very few repeat customers. 48 Thus, at least in the
platform-based component of the technology sector, there is a built-in sense
of anonymity which leads to a lack of accountability. It may be far more
difficult in this type of environment to detect and report customer-based
harassment. 49
Also, within the platform-based part of this industry, as well as other
areas of the tech sector, workers may have limited interaction with one

45. Mundy, supra note 7.
46. Bilton, supra note 27.
47. See generally Kristen Bellstrom, You Won't Believe How Many Women in Tech Say They've
Faced Sexual Harassment, FORTUNE (Jan. 11, 2016), <http://fortune.com/2016/01/11/survey-sexualharassment-tech/>; Sam Levin, Sexism, Racism and Bullying Are DrivingPeople Out of Tech, US Study
Finds, GUARDIAN (Apr. 27, 2017), <https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/apr/27/techindustry-sexism-racism-silicon-valley-study> ("Sexual harassment, bullying and racist stereotyping are
common in the technology industry, creating a culture that drives underrepresented employees out of
their jobs, new research has found.").
48. See Julia Ticona & Alexandra Mateescu, How Domestic Workers Wager Safety in the
Platform Economy, FAST COMPANY (Mar. 29, 2018), <https://www.fastcompany.com/40541050/howdomestic-workers-wager-safety-in-the-platform-economy>.

49. See generally id.
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another.50 This lack of interaction can result in a general lack of knowledge
of the workforce or the extent to which any workplace problems may exist.
Individuals may know that they are personally facing discrimination or
harassment, but may be unaware that it is a company-wide problem. In the
advent of the #MeToo movement, this lack of transparency runs directly
counter to current societal and cultural efforts51 to bring an understanding
of harassment out into the open.52
Similar transparency-based problems arise with workplace arbitration
in this area.53 The technology sector is well known for requiring workers to
utilize arbitration when bringing disputes, rather than allowing workers to
sue in court.54 One key aspect of such agreements is their secrecy. Indeed,
one of the primary advantages many employers identify in the use of
arbitration over state or federal court litigation is the ability to keep any

50.

See

generally Dan

Schawbel,

How

Technology

Created a Lonely

Workplace,

MARKETWATCH (Dec. 2, 2018, 9:25 PM ET), <https://www.marketwatch.com/story/how-technologycreated-a-lonely-workplace-2018-11-13> (noting a Wharton School of Business Study which "found
that greater employee loneliness led to poorer task, team role, and relational performance"). Cf Carmen
Reinicke, These Are the Soft Skills Tech Employers Are Most Lookingfor in New Hires, CNBC (Nov. 5,
2018), <https://www.cnbc.com/2018/11/05/ziprecruiter-tech-employers-are-looking-for-hires-with-softskills.html> ("[E]ven if your career is more technical than creative, or you won't be interacting with
clients, it's important that you're able to express yourself effectively to coworkers and managers.").
51. See, e.g., Daisuke Wakabayashi et al., Google Walkout: Employees Stage Protest Over
Handling of Sexual Harassment, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 1, 2018), <https://www.nytimes.com/
2018/11/01/technology/google-walkout-sexual-harassment.html>
(noting that Google employee
protesters "asked for the publication of a transparency report on instances of sexual harassment").
52. See generally Alyssa Newcomb, #MeToo: Sexual Harassment Rallying Cry Hits Silicon
Valley, NBC NEWS (Oct. 23, 2017), <https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/metoo-sexualharassment-rallying-cry-hits-silicon-valley-n813271>.
53. Remington A. Gregg, Hey, Tech Industry: In The #MeToo Era, ForcedArbitrationMust End,
THE HILL (Feb. 20, 2018), <http://thehill.com/opinion/technology/374533-hey-tech-industry-in-themetoo-era-forced-arbitration-must-end>.
54. See Michael Liedtke & Johana Bhuiyan, After Worker Protest, Google Stops
Requiring Arbitration in Sexual Misconduct Cases, L.A. T1MES
(Nov 08, 2018),
<http://www.latimes.com/business/technology/la-fi-tn-google-sexual-misconduct-rules-20181108story.html> (noting that Google "bowed to one of the protesters' main demands by dropping its
requirement that sexual misconduct cases be handled in arbitration"); Daisuke Wakabayashi, Uber
Eliminates Forced Arbitration for Sexual Misconduct Claims, N.Y. TIMES (May 15, 2018),
<https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/15/technology/uber-sex-misconduct.html>;
Daisuke Wakabayashi
& Jessica Silver-Greenberg, Facebook to Drop Forced Arbitrationin Harassment Cases, N.Y. T1MES
(Nov.
9,
2018),
<https://www.nytimes.com/ 2018/ 11/ 09/ technology /facebook-arbitrationharassment.html?action=click&module=Top%20Stories&pgtype=Homepage> (noting Facebook's new
policy "that it would no longer force employees to settle sexual harassment claims in private

arbitration").See generally O'Connor v. Uber Techs., Inc., 904 F.3d 1087, 1095 (9th Cir. 2018) ("The
district court's denial of Uber's motions to compel arbitration ... must be reversed .... Because the
arbitration agreements are enforceable, the district court's class certification orders in O'Connor must
also be reversed."); Chris Isadore, Uber Settles Disputes with Thousands ofDrivers Ahead of Its IPO,
w
2
CNN BUSINESS (May 9, 2019), h :
(Uber "reached settlements with a large majority of the 60,000 drivers in the United States who filed
arbitration demands over their employment status.").
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workplace misconduct private.5 Not only does arbitration prevent
harassment and other workplace misconduct from being generally known
by the public, it also keeps quiet these types of disputes from fellow
coworkers. 56 Workers may believe that they are the only ones being
targeted or harassed and feel isolated and too afraid to bring a particular
claim. By limiting disputes to the arbitral forum, there is a lack of
transparency in this industry which would encourage others to come
forward when subjected to an abusive environment.57 This is not to say that
there are not a number of inherent benefits with respect to arbitrationmost notably lower costs and increased speed in resolving claims. 58

See Lisa B. Bingham, Employment Arbitration: The Repeat Player Effect, 1 EMT. RTS.

&

55.

EMP. POL'Y J. 189, 193 (1997) (in Cole v. Burns InternationalSecurity Services, 105 F.3d 1465 (1997),
the court stated that "a lack of public disclosure of arbitration . . . may systematically favor companies
over individuals."); see also EDNA SUSSMAN & JOHN WILKINSON, ARBITRATION COMM. OF THE ABA
SECTION OF DISPUTE RESOLUTION, BENEFITS OF ARBITRATION FOR COMMERCIAL DISPUTES (2012),

<https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/publications/dispute_resolution_magazine/March_2012
Sussman_Wilkinson_March_5.authcheckdam.pdf> ("Confidentiality is an important feature for many
corporations, particularly when dealing with disputes involving intellectual property and trade secrets or
when there are concerns about publicity or damage to reputation or position in the marketplace."). See
generally Reginald Alleyne, Statutory Discrimination Claims: Rights "Waived" and Lost in the
Arbitration Forum, 13 HOFSTRA LAB. L.J. 381, 429-31 (1996); Charles D. Coleman, Is Mandatory
Employment Arbitration Living up to Its Expectations - A View from the Employer's Perspective, 25
A.B.A. J. LAB. & EMT. L. 227, 240 (2010) ("Employers cite several reasons for including mandatory
employment arbitration in their ADR processes. A non-exhaustive list of the reasons includes greater
privacy, increased predictability, enhanced settlement potential, and possible insurance discounts.");

Cynthia Estlund, The Black Hole of MandatoryArbitration, 96 N.C. L. REV. 679, 681 (2018) ("To the
extent that firms do impose obligations on their employees (and customers) to arbitrate rather than
litigate future legal disputes, they can often draw a heavy veil of secrecy around allegations of
misconduct and their resolution. That means that firms have less to worry about if they violate the
law.").
56. See Hiba Hafiz, How Legal Agreements Can Silence Victims of Workplace Sexual Assault,
ATLANTIC (Oct. 18, 2017), <https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2017/10/legal-agreementssexual-assault-ndas/543252/> ("Confounding the problems of underenforcement is a network of legal
rules that act at cross-purposes with laws encouraging transparency. These include rules governing how
to interpret confidentiality requirements - specifically, those in non-disclosure agreements (NDAs), outof-court settlements, and arbitration provisions - that can limit what employees are allowed to say about
sexual harassment.").
57. See Vicki Schultz, Open Statement on Sexual Harassmentfrom Employment Discrimination
Law Scholars, 71 STAN. L. REV. ONLINE 17 (2018), <https://www.stanfordlawreview.org/online/openstatement-on-sexual-harassment-from-employment-discrimination-law-scholars/>
(mandatory
arbitration "force[s] employees into private arbitration forums that tend to favor employers and prevent
people from joining with their coworkers to challenge injustices together."); Gregg, supra note 53
(forced arbitration "clauses in employment contracts can stop justice for systemic wrongdoing in the
workplace, including for sexual harassment," and "harassment allegations by employees at those
companies are being heard in secret forums, outside of the public eye, allowing wrongdoing to
continue").
58. See Miles B. Farmer, Mandatory and Fair? A Better System of Mandatory Arbitration, 121
YALE L.J. 2346, 2352 (2012) ("Advocates of mandatory arbitration tout its speed, reduced cost, and
accessibility."): Theodore J. St. Antoine, Mandatory Employment Arbitration:Keeping it Fair, Keeping

it Lawful, 60 CASE W. RES. L. REV. 629, 636-37 (2010) ("'[O]ne of the key potential advantages of
employment arbitration over litigation is that the relatively high costs of litigation inhibit access to the
courts by lower to mid-income ranges [of] employees,' [but] arbitration remains a realistic
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Nonetheless, the privacy of the arbitral setting runs counter to the #MeToo
movement, which is based largely on creating transparency and knowledge
of harassment in the workplace. 59 As the widespread use of arbitration
agreements in the technology sector can lead to limited and restricted
information in the public and for the workers themselves as to the general
nature of harassment and other problems in this industry, there may also be
found to be a general lack of reporting of harassment that occurs in this
sector. 60
F. A Problem of Regulation
The lack of regulation and oversight in the technology sector is also
undoubtedly a factor which leads to the failure to address hostile working
environments. This sector continues to emerge and evolve quickly and
lacks the basic foundational elements of many brick-and-mortar companies.
Given the fast rise of these businesses, as well as their quickly changing
natures, the industry is one that is difficult to regulate. 61 Without consistent,
fundamental regulation and oversight, there is a lack of accountability in
the technology sector that can be found in most traditional workplaces.
Indeed, there is a substantial question for many technology workers as
to whether or not they should be considered employees or independent
contractors. 62 Without definitive employment status, these workers cannot

alternative... . It will [also take] far less time and effort to take a case to arbitration." (quoting
Alexander J.S. Colvin, EmpiricalResearch on Employment Arbitration: ClarityAmidst the Sound and

Fury?, 11 EMP. RTS. & EMP. POL'Y J. 405, 419 (2007)).
59. Debra S. Katz, 30 Million Women Can't Sue Their Employer Over Harassment.
Hopefully That's Changing, WASH. POST (May 17, 2018), <https://www.washingtonpost.com/
opinions/companies-are-finally-letting-women-take-sexual-harassment-to-court/2018/05/17/552ca876-

594e-11e8-b656-a5f8c2a9295d story.html?utmterm=.422bebb03a38> ("The confidential arbitration
process is uniquely ill-suited to prevent and remedy sexual harassment, favoring employers and the
harassers they protect. The proceedings prevent potential witnesses from learning of claims and coming
forward to testify on behalf of victims or to join group actions.").
60. See generally Research Poll, supra note 8; RAINN, supranote 8.
61. See Gillian Hadfield, World Needs 21st Century Regulation to Police Gig Economy,

FIN. TIMES (Nov. 22, 2017), <https://www.ft.com/content/7la2dea6-a505-11e7-8d56-98a09be71849>;
see also Gillian White, When Will Labor Laws Catch Up With the Gig Economy?, ATLANTIC
(Dec.
9,
2015),
<https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2015/12/new-laws-for-the-gigeconomy/419745/>.
62. See John A. Pearce II & Jonathan P. Silva, The Future oflndependent Contractorsand Their
Status as Non-Employees: Moving on from a Common Law Standard, 14 HASTINGS BUS. L.J. 1 (2018),
<https://repository.uchastings.edu/hastings businesslawjournal/vol14/issl1> ("[T]he employment
classification laws in the United States . . . have failed to keep pace with the changing commercial
environment. The result is that employers, workers, and judges are unclear about the distinctions
between independent contractors and employees...."); Ben Z. Steinberger, Redefining Employee in the
Gig Economy: Shielding Workers from the Uber Model, 23 FORDHAM J. CORP. & FIN. L. 577, 577
(2018) ("[C]ourts struggle to characterize many of the non-traditional working arrangements utilized by
the gig economy."); Seth D. Harris & Alan B. Krueger, A Proposalfor Modernizing Labor Laws for
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be certain to have the ability to avail themselves of many workplace laws.63
These statutes include such provisions as wage and hour regulations, as
well as employment discrimination laws that would address sexual
harassment and hostile working environments.
Without proper oversight and accountability, there is less incentive for
these corporations to be proactive in preventing and correcting hostile
working environments. The very nature of many technology-sector
companies is that they are amorphous and quite hard to define. Without
these traditional working relationships and statutory oversight, many
workers find themselves unable to prevent or change the types of hostile
working environments that have become so prevalent in this industry.
In sum, it is difficult to quantify precisely why we see such a
definitive presence of hostile working environments in the technology
sector when compared to other industries. A number of factors discussed
here likely lead to this result. There can be little doubt that discriminatory
educational opportunities, gender-biased capital investors, lower levels of
female-based employment opportunities, a lack of transparency in the
industry, and lower levels of reported violations and administrative/legal
oversight, all contribute to this result. 64 This combination of factors makes
it far more difficult in trying to address the existing problem. As there is no
single factor squarely responsible for the discriminatory result-rather it is
a mix of cultural and educational elements at fault-providing a precise
solution in this area is difficult, if not impossible. Nonetheless, there are
certainly a number of different approaches that can be used to create a
much more gender-friendly working environment in this industry. These
approaches are discussed in greater detail below.
III. TOWARD A MORE GENDER-FRIENDLY TECHNOLOGY CULTURE
As highlighted above, the existence of abusive working environments
in the technology sector has created a pervasive and ongoing problem in
this industry. The problem is widespread, sometimes even crossing the line
Twenty-First-Century Work: The Independent Worker" 5 (Hamilton Project Discussion Paper No.
2015-10 Dec. 2015) ("New and emerging work relationships arising in the 'online gig economy' do not
fit the existing legal definitions of 'employee' and 'independent contractor' status."). See generally
Axton Crolley, Strippers, UberDrivers, and Worker Status in South Carolina, 69 S.C. L. REV. 945, 948

(2018).
63.

See Abbey Stemler, The Myth of the Sharing Economy and its Implications for Regulating

Innovation, 67 EMORY L.J.

197, 199 (2017).

64. These factors are in no way meant to be exhaustive. Indeed, there are likely many other
elements which have led to the types of hostile working environments that we see in the technology
sector. This paper simply attempts to identify some of those easily identifiable reasons leading to the
disparate treatment we see in this industry.
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into sexual or physical assault. While there is no quick, single way to
resolve this very real problem, there are a number of different approaches
that could be implemented which would help to alleviate these types of
abusive environments. As one writer noted, "It's time for Silicon Valley to
realize that being a good employee means more than just being good at
your job-and that being good to employees means more than just stock
options, free snacks, and a foosball table." 65
Effectuating change in this industry will take time, particularly given
how ingrained gender-based disparate treatment has become over the years.
This paper will address some of these approaches, keeping in mind that
there are a number of different avenues that can be used to help address this
issue. And, it is important to note that the facts and circumstances of each
specific company must be closely considered and evaluated before
implementing any of the approaches offered here.
A. Breaking Down Educational Stereotypes
As discussed earlier, one problem in the technology field is that more
men than women pursue educational opportunities in the types of core
fields which lend themselves to subsequent careers in that industry. With
this in mind, one long-term approach would be to address some of the
myths and stereotypes that still persist with respect to education, and to
encourage more diversity in these areas. 66 This may likely be one of the
most difficult proposals to actually implement, because it would take much
longer and would require a dedication of time and resources. Many states
or educational institutions may not have the necessary resources to address
this type of program.67 In many ways, these efforts may involve more of an

65. Finley, supra note 14.
66. See Joan C. Williams, The 5 Biases Pushing Women Out ofSTE, HARV. Bus. REv. (Mar.
24, 2015), <https://hbr.org/2015/03/the-5-biases-pushing-women-out-of-stem>;
Daphne LeprinceRinguet, Talent Isn't Keeping Women Away from Science. Sexism, Stereotypes and Bad Science Are,
WIRED (Aug. 31, 2018), <https://www.wired.co.uk/article/girls-women-stem-gcse-a-levels>;
Lisa
Winning, It's Time to Prioritize Diversity Across Tech, FORBES (Mar. 13, 2018, 5:30 PM),
<https://www.forbes.com/sites/lisawinning/2018/03/13/its-time-to-prioritize-diversity-acrosstech/#3fd0157216f8> ("There have been calls for more diversity across numerous industries lately:
movies, TV, sports, publishing, and more. Discriminatory hiring practices are not a thing of the past, as
many of us would like to believe. Although movements like to rectify discriminatory behavior and
hiring practices, leaders across every industry must still spearhead new solutions to make their fields
equal, accessible, and safe.... One industry where the need for diverse representation and hiring is
apparent is technology. Technology impacts and is used by us every almost hour of every day.
Currently, men hold 76% of technical jobs, and 95% of the tech workforce is white."). See generally
Celestine Bohlen, Making Gainsfor Women in STEM Fields Will Take More Effort, N.Y. TIMES (Nov.
20, 2018), <https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/20/world/europe/women-in-stem.html>.

See generally Matthew Randazzo, Students Shouldn't Live in STEM Deserts, U.S.

NEWS

&

67.

WORLD REPORT (May 10, 2017), <https://www.usnews.com/opinion/knowledge-bank/articles/2017-05-
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awareness campaign in this area. To be sure, there have already been many
attempts to encourage more gender equality in the science and computer
fields. 68 And such efforts are certainly a great start. Companies themselves
must further accept responsibility in this area and help to provide the
financial resources necessary to encourage these types of educational
opportunities for all. 69 Thus, trying to break down educational stereotypes
will be a heavy lift, but one that is absolutely necessary as part of any
comprehensive effort to eradicate inequality in the technology sector. Such
efforts should also go beyond gender, and include comprehensive diversity
in all areas.
B. Recruitingand Retentionfrom Diverse Backgrounds
Along the same lines, greater efforts must be made to recruit from a
diversity of backgrounds, including gender, if any real difference is to be
made in this area. Until greater changes are made in the educational arena,
recruiting will likely take on primary importance. And, until those
educational changes have any impact, recruiting will present a number of
unique challenges as companies will have to be creative in finding ways to
attract talent from an already smaller pool of diverse candidates.
Technology-sector businesses, then, must actively find ways to attract more
female candidates and hire a more broad-based female workforce. 70 How
this recruiting is actually accomplished will be company- and geographyspecific. Corporations must find ways to tailor their recruiting to enhance
the diversity of the applicant pool. No two companies will be alike in this
regard, and businesses must remain flexible in their approach. Ideas such as
encouraging internships and mentoring opportunities for female workers

10/the-us-must-address-disparities-in-access-to-stem-education>.
68. See generally Vivian Anette Lagesen, The Strength of Numbers: Strategies to Include Women
into Computer Science, 37 Soc. STUD. SC. 1, 67 (Feb. 2007).
69. See Biz Carson, Inside Uber's Effort to Fix Its Culture Through a Harvard-Inspired
"University," FORBES (Feb. 3, 2018, 11:25 AM), <https://www.forbes.com/sites/bizcarson/2018
/02/03/inside-ubers-effort-to-fix-its-culture-through-a-harvard-inspired-university/#3e98cdla1695>.
70. See Frank Dobbin & Alexandra Kalev, TrainingProgramsand Reporting Systems Won 't End
Sexual Harassment. Promoting More Women Will, HARV. Bus. REV. (Nov. 15, 2017),
https://hbr.org/2017/11/training-programs-and-reporting-systems-wont-end-sexual-harassmentpromoting-more-women-will> ("We already know how to reduce sexual harassment at work, and the
answer is actually pretty simple: Hire and promote more women. Research suggests that this solution
addresses two root causes of harassment."); Katharine Zaleski, The Maddeningly Simple Way Tech
Companies Can Employ More Women, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 15, 2017), <https://www.nytimes.com/
2017/08/15/opinion/silicon-valley-women-hiring-diversity.html>; see also Jane Bird, How the Tech
Industry Is Attracting More Women, FIN. TIMES (Mar. 9, 2018), <https://www.ft.com/
content/d5d6035a-f63e-11e7-a4c9-bbdefa4f210b>;
Shanna Tellerman, Recruiting and Retaining
Female Tech Talent Is a Challenge - Here's How We Did It, ENTREPRENEUR (Feb. 22, 2018),
<https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/308976>.
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could go a long way towards addressing the gender gap in this area, but
companies themselves must take ownership of this process and evaluate
ways of enhancing gender diversity within their own operations.71
Similarly, once workers are actually hired, technology businesses
must do a better job of retaining these employees. It's not simply enough to
garner a more diverse pool of applicants, or to simply hire at a higher rate
from this pool. Rather, once more female workers are employed at these
companies, the businesses must actively assure the more positive
workplace experience of these individuals.72 Steps will have to be taken to
make certain that the working environment and workplace experience of
these individuals is one in which they will want to stay. Companies must
thus assure that the working environment is one in which female employees
will want to continue to work and grow in their careers.73 Of course, this
goes beyond simply preventing an abusive environment and includes
equality in all terms, conditions, and privileges of employment such as
competitive pay, leave, and other workplace benefits.
C. IncreasedAwareness and Training
This paper has in many ways painted a picture of a high-tech
workforce that is discriminatory and lends itself to hostile work
environments. Often, the root of many of these issues is directly related to
ignorance. This may be particularly true in the technology sector where
many of the industry leaders have formed their corporations without
sufficient professional experience running a company or working with
businesses more generally. 74 Fortunately, there are many ways to
successfully address this lack of experience, particularly where businesses
welcome these types of educational opportunities. Unconscious bias
training is one area that is already being pursued and which can render real
results.75 Many workers may be unaware of the discrimination and bias that
71. See Mundy, supra note 7.
72. See generally ELEPHANT IN THE VALLEY, supra note 6; Mundy, supra note 7. See Manon
DeFelice, Want More Women in Tech Jobs? Create a Culture of Flexibility & Entrepreneurship,
FORBES (May 17, 2018), <https://www.forbes.com/sites/manondefelice/2018/05/17/want-more-womenin-tech-jobs-create-a-culture-of-flexibility-entrepreneurship/#5ccdddc53f88>.
73. See generally ELEPHANT IN THE VALLEY, supra note 6; Mundy, supra note 7.
74. See Roselinde Torres, The Rise of the Not-So-Experienced CEO, HARV. Bus. REv. (Dec. 26,
2014), <https://hbr.org/2014/12/the-rise-of-the-not-so-experienced-ceo> ("The phenomenon of fasttrack CEO succession appears to be most prominent in the retail, technology, media, and
telecommunications sectors - all of which are particularly affected by disruptive business models and
new competitors."); Emily Chang, Brotopia: Breaking Up the Boys' Club of Silicon Valley (excerpt),
FORTUNE
(Feb.
6,
2018),
<http://fortune.com/2018/02/06/brotopia-emily-chang-tech-sexualharassment/>.
75. See Mundy, supra note 7 ("[T]he flashiest-and most copied-approach [to the problems in this
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they have, perhaps unknowingly, fostered, and these training programs can
bring to light many of these issues. 76
Beyond this, however, technology-sector companies can certainly do a
much better job of integrating more generalized training in the workplace
on gender issues, which is greatly needed in the field. Training should be
implemented which seriously considers the particular working environment
and discusses some of the challenges that the businesses may face with
respect to gender discrimination.77 Even basic reviews of the laws on
sexual harassment and gender bias could be discussed to raise awareness in
this area. Particular emphasis should be made with respect to assuring that
supervisors understand their role in cultivating a healthy workplace
environment, and upper management and business owners should be open
to such training as well. 78 Existing and potential discrimination must
therefore be addressed at all levels of the company.
Training can help educate what appears to be an oftentimes
inexperienced workforce on these issues. Similarly, workers must
understand how gender discrimination is defined, what it looks like, the
many different forms it can take, and what should be done to report abusive
work environments. All workers should understand the role that they play
in the company with respect to detecting and preventing such
discrimination and fully understand what to do if they see such behavior or
are informed that discrimination exists. Additionally, this training should
go beyond gender, although sex-based issues must be a primary focus
given the existing culture in the tech sector. Training should also include an
overview of discrimination which can occur on the basis of race, color,
national origin, religion, age, disability, sexual orientation, and marital
status, among others. The goal should be a workplace that deters all forms

industry] is something called unconscious-bias training . .

[which] has emerged as a ubiquitous fix for

Silicon Valley's diversity deficit.").
76. See id.
77. Alex Lindsey et al., Two Types of Diversity Training That Really Work, HARV. Bus. REV.
(July 28, 2017), <https://hbr.org/2017/07/two-types-of-diversity-training-that-really-work> ("Diversity
training effectiveness depends on the specific training method used, the personality characteristics of
those who are trained, and the specific outcomes that are measured after training concludes. . . . A
blanket program will likely be a waste of your time - and your employees' time. But by tailoring
empirically supported exercises and activities to your goals and your employees' characteristics, you
can make progress in making your organization more welcoming and inclusive."); Claire Cain Miller,
Sexual Harassment Training Doesn't Work. But Some Things Do, N.Y. TIMEs (Dec. 11, 2017),
<https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/11/upshot/sexual-harassment-workplace-preventioneffective.html> ("The most effective training, researchers say is ... tailored for the particular workplace
- a restaurant's training would differ from a law firm's.").
78. See Miller, supra note 77 ("Training is essential but not enough, researchers say. To actually
prevent harassment, companies need to create a culture in which women are treated as equals and
employees treat one another with respect.").
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of discrimination and includes a broad-based diversity of workers. 79
Gender discrimination is a topic which should be fully and openly
discussed at technology-sector companies, and a continuing dialogue on
this topic should be strongly encouraged. Training that targets these types
of abusive environments must regularly occur as well. 80 It is not enough to
institute a single training session in this area. Rather, awareness is an
ongoing endeavor. 81 Periodic attempts to educate a company's workforce
against all forms of discrimination-gender or otherwise-should regularly
occur and be required.8 2 When needed, such training should also occur on a
much more frequent basis. The importance of awareness in this area cannot
be overstated. Any real change in this field will only occur where
companies, and their workers, understand and are well-informed of the
problems that exist at their place of business and in the industry generally.
D. EnhancedReporting and Response
Directly related to the issue of training is the assurance that
technology sector companies create numerous avenues for reporting
potential claims, and further establish aggressive means of responding to
allegations. This will undoubtedly require a change in culture for many
technology companies. Given the current environment present at many of
79. See id (Bystander training "equips everyone in the workplace to stop harassment, instead of
offering people two roles no one wants: harasser or victim . . . Trainers suggest choices for what to do
as a bystander"); Winning, supra note 66 ("Not only is diversity morally important, it's also useful. The
National Center for Women & Information Technology conducted a study of 2,360 communities in
multiple industries and found that 'companies with women on their executive boards outperformed
companies with all-male executive boards. Gender-diverse management teams showed superior returns
on equity, debt/equity ratios, price/equity ratios, and average growth.' Women improved both
productivity and team dynamics."); see also Press Release, EEOC, Holistic Approach Needed to
Change Workplace Culture To Prevent Harassment, Experts Tell EEOC (Oct. 31, 2018),
<https://www.eeoc.gov/eeoc/newsroom/release/10-31-18.cfm> (experts "describe various approaches
that aim to prevent harassment and give employers and employees skills needed to respond when they
experience or observe harassing behavior").
80. See generally Brendan L. Smith, What It Really Takes to Stop Sexual Harassment, MONITOR
ON PSYCHOL., Feb. 2018, at 36, 36, <https://www.apa.org/monitor/2018/02/sexual-harassment.aspx>
("[S]ome efforts aren't successful in changing attitudes or reducing sexual harassment. Conducting a
one-time training for new employees is ineffective . . ' says Columbia University psychology professor
Elissa Perry, PhD, who has researched sexual harassment training programs. 'It's not just about
providing one training and you're done. It's got to be a comprehensive approach . . "'); Miller, supra
note 77.
81. Smith, supra note 80; Carson, supra note 69 ("The key is to continue reinforcing the lessons
taught in the classes, otherwise the change won't be there, [Court Chilton] said. 'These initiatives don't
work if they're just events,' Chilton said. 'Something needs to happen downstream of the project."').
82. See CHAI R. FELDBLUM & VICTORIA A. LIPNIC, EQUAL EMP'T OPPORTUNITY COMM'N,
SELECT TASK FORCE ON THE STUDY OF HARASSMENT IN THE WORKPLACE 68 (2016) ("Employers

should offer, on a regular basis and in a universal manner, compliance trainings that include the content
and follow the structural principles described in this report, and which are offered on a dynamic and
repeated basis to all employees.").
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these companies, these businesses will want to establish several avenues of
reporting for workers. This is critically important as, to the extent there is
an abusive environment at a company, workers will feel hesitant to report
harassment for fear of potential reprisal.83 As one article surmised, in the
technology sector, few women raise issues of harassment and
discrimination, as
the prevailing advice is to stay silent and avoid repercussions-both
financial and emotional. There's fear of earning a reputation as someone
who's difficult to work with, which could make it difficult to secure
funding. Investors may avoid financing a company with a founder they
don't "trust" if they're nervous she may speak out about their behavior,

too.84
Avenues of reporting should be spread throughout the company. At
larger companies, for example, reporting avenues could include a worker's
direct supervisor, designated human resource professionals, supervisors
outside of the employee's direct reporting line, and even members of the
board of directors or company president. 85 Companies should further
consider the potential benefit of creating anonymous avenues for workers
to complain of discrimination and harassment. 86 To the extent there is a
hostile work environment that is well ingrained at a company, workers may
only feel comfortable reporting in an anonymous fashion.
Regardless of the ultimate avenues of reporting established, the

83. See ELEPHANT IN THE VALLEY, supra note 6 (noting that "39% of those harassed did nothing
because they thought it would negatively impact their career"); FELDBLUM & LIPNIC, supra note 82, at
41 ("In response to some of those concerns, we heard broad support for reporting systems that are
multifaceted, including a choice of procedures, and choices among multiple 'complaint handlers.' Such
a robust reporting system might include options to file complaints with managers and human resource
departments, via multi-lingual complaint hotlines, and via web-based complaint processing.").
84. O'Brien & Segall, supra note 1.
85. See FELDBLUM & LIPNIC, supra note 82; Eric
Gay,
Uber Report: Eric
Holder's Recommendations for Change, N.Y. TIMES (June 13, 2017), <https://www.nytimes.com/
2017/06/13/technology/uber-report-eric-holders-recommendations-for-change.html>
("Uber
should
develop and communicate multiple avenues .... "). Compare Karen Wickre, Corporate Boards
are Complicit in Sexual Harassment, WIRED (Dec. 6, 2017), <https://www.wired.com/story/corporateboards-are-complicit-in-sexual-harassment/?mbid=BottomRelatedStories>,
with
Megan
Brame,
Combating
Sexual
Harassment
in
the
Tech
Industry, HUFFPOST
(Mar. 9, 2017), <https://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/combating-sexual-harassment-in-the-tech-

industryus_58c1701de4b0a797c1d399bd>.
86. See Laurie Segall, Startup Offers Anonymous Harassment Reporting Tool, CNN MONEY
(Nov.
16,
2017),
<https://money.cnn.com/2017/11/15/technology/allvoices-sexual-harassmentreporting-tool/index.html> (providing user platform for anonymous complaints where "[a]ll reports are
anonymous so neither [the platform provider] or the company will know who is behind the tip. The
platform does not ask for a name or email address, but it requires phone number verification. That data
is encrypted to ensure security.").
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company must make sure to create a culture that invites complaints of
inappropriate behavior. Through training and education, technology-based
companies can create a climate that encourages workers to come forward
with potential issues. This is of critical importance because when workers
are afraid to complain, the conduct may go undetected and the employer
will not have the ability to appropriately identify and address adverse
conduct.
Similarly, when complaints do arise, employers must take them
seriously and effectively investigate and address any concerns.8 7
Independent, objective investigations are key to making certain that the
allegations are fully addressed. 88 Internal human resources employees, well
trained in this area, may be able to effectively take on this type of
investigatory role. Outside legal counsel or consulting firms may be better
equipped to handle these types of situations and should be further
considered by technology businesses when looking into employee
complaints. 89
At the conclusion of a thorough and fair investigation, the business
must then act. 90 The information gathered during the investigation cannot
simply be swept under the rug, and employers must address any existing
harassment (or other concerns) at the company. 91 Strong corrective
measures must be taken to resolve any existing issues and to further
prevent any additional hostile conduct from taking place at the company. 92
Enhanced reporting, thorough and fair investigations, and a
87. See, e.g., O'Brien & Segall, supra note 1 (discussing importance of technology businesses
"taking swifter action once alerted to harassment".). See generally Reid Hoffman, The Human Rights of
Women Entrepreneurs, LINKEDIN (June 23, 2017), <https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/human-rightswomen-entrepreneurs-reid-hoffman/>.
88. See Meredith J. Fried, Note, Helping Employers Help Themselves: Resolving the Conflict
Between the Fair Credit Reporting Act and Title VJJ, 69 FORDHAM L. REv. 209, 217 (2000) ("Many
employers turn to outside counsel or independent investigators for assistance in the development and
implementation of anti-harassment policies.").
89. See id. at 217 ("[E]mployers will be aided greatly by outside counsel or independent
investigators who have more experience in creating programs and investigating allegations in
compliance with applicable law.").
90. Cf Finley, supra note 14 ("Many tech companies' HR departments seem to have either no
will or no ability to discipline employees. The racism and sexism pervasive in the tech industry leads to
disbelief of victims' claims, and their contributions to their companies are often not valued. The
consequences for accused harassers are often minor. Even those who are forced out.. . may find
themselves in comparable jobs at other companies.").
91. See Handling Internal Discrimination Complaints About Disciplinary Action, EQUAL
EMP'T
OPPORTUNITY
COMM'N,
<https://www.eeoc.gov/employers/smallbusiness/checklists
internalcomplaintsabout _disciplinary _action.cfm> (last visited May 20, 2019) ("Conducting a
prompt, thorough and impartial investigation of internal discrimination complaints about disciplinary
action and taking appropriate corrective measures when necessary may resolve problems and prevent
them from happening again.").

92. See id.
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commitment to taking effective corrective measures will be the
cornerstones to creating a more equitable working environment. The
technology sector is not the first industry to encounter hostile work
environments, and the best practices already developed for addressing
harassment in other areas can prove useful for technology companies. The
technology sector must learn from the mistakes of other industries and craft
a well-thought-out approach which will tailor these measures to this
particular sector.
F. Diverse Funding and Training ofInvestors
The technology sector also relies heavily on capital investment and
resources provided by outside groups. 93 In this sector in particular, the
investors also tend to be males, only further leading to the gender-based
environment that we see in this industry.9 4 This presents a somewhat
unique problem for technology startups, and though speculative, it is
probably fair to conclude that many of these investors hold the same types
of male-based biases that we see present at the companies in this industry. 95
There is unfortunately no easy fix for this problem. And again,
awareness and education may be the only realistic solutions here. Investors
are entirely aware of the existing problems in the industry, and as a

93. Robin Feldman, PatentDemands & Startup Companies: The View from the Venture Capital
Community, 16 YALE J. L. & TECH. 236, 242 (2014) (noting that "70% of the venture capitalists have
experienced demands in the information technology sector"); Kolhatkar, supra note 10 ("Many startups
begin as a collection of young entrepreneurs in a room, with no clear rules. They rarely have humanresources departments at first, meaning that there is no one charged with fielding complaints. And the
emphasis among venture capitalists on 'growth at any cost' often leads investors and board members to
ignore workplace problems - as well as more serious violations - so long as a company's valuation is

going up.").
94. See Kolhatkar, supra note 10. See also Erin Griffith, How Venture CapitalistsGot Away With
Sexual Harassment, FORTUNE (July 21, 2017), <http://www.fortune.com/2017/07/21/venturecapitalists-sexual-harassment/> ("[T]his is an industry that closes ranks rather than blows whistles,
especially when business is as good as it's been in recent years. . . . For lasting change, though, the
industry needs to realize that it's not above self-criticism."). See generally Nathalie Molina Nino,
#decencypledge Needs Outcomes Not Optics, LINKEDIN (June 24, 2017), <https://www.linkedin.com/
pulse/decencypledge-needs-outcomes-optics-nathalie-molina-ni%/£C3%Blo/?publishedt
>; Weisul,
supra note 11 (noting that women's "top-rated solution [to an abusive environment] is to get more
women venture capitalists into the industry").
95. See Paresh Dave & Jack Flemming, Sexual Harassment Claims Prompt Venture
Capitalists to Apologize, Change Policies and Head to Counseling, L.A. TIMEs (July 3, 2017),
<http://www.latimes.com/business/technology/la-fi-tn-venture-capital-sexual-harassment-20170630story.html> ("Complaints of undesired physical contact and flirtation have been whispered across the
industry for years. But attaching names to both victims and perpetrators has called attention more than
ever before in tech to the massive power venture capitalists have over entrepreneurs who need their
backing to pursue business ideas."); Kolhatkar, supra note 10; see also Weisul, supra note 11 (noting
women in industry wanted investors to be "pressure[d] .. . into better behavior" and "investors and tech
leaders [should be] blacklisted for bad behavior").
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practical matter, they are also well aware of the legal liabilities which flow
from these problems. These investors have an obvious financial stake in the
success of these companies and certainly would like to avoid employment
discrimination lawsuits, other potential bias claims, and bad publicity. 96 If
these investors would consider engaging in training themselves that would
address potential gender bias, it would go a long way towards resolving
some of these issues. 97 Also, investors should strongly consider soliciting
the advice from a diverse group of individuals when determining which
companies to invest in. This would help assure that bias is being removed
from the process of selecting which startups should be funded. 98
Again, as capital investors have a direct financial interest in the
success of these companies, they should be open to making any necessary
changes to their role in the process. Education is likely the hardest part of
bringing about this change, however, and given the strong and appropriate
backlash we have seen against harassment in the technology sector,
investors may now be more likely than ever to help engage in this process.
Certainly, if more female investors would consider entering into this
industry, it would further help head off many of these problems. 99 A more
diverse source of capital investment in this area would likely lead to a more
welcoming and less hostile gender-based environment for technology
workers. 100 And of course, diversity on all levels would lead to a better
working environment in the technology sector.0 1 A more diverse group of

96.

See, e.g., Katie Benner, Women in Tech Speak Frankly on Culture of Harassment, N.Y.
(June 30, 2017), <https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/30/technology/women-entrepreneursspeak-out-sexual-harassment.html> ("Often, change happens only when there is a public revelation,
some of the [female entrepreneurs interviewed] said.").
97. Indeed, in some instances, the investors are directly linked to harassing behavior themselves.
See Newcomb, supra note 11; O'Brien & Segall, supra note 1.
98. See generally Benner, supra note 96 ("Most venture capitalists and entrepreneurs are men,
with female entrepreneurs receiving $1.5 billion in funding last year versus $58.2 billion for men,
according to the data firm PitchBook.").
TIMES

99. See,

e.g.,

Clare

O'Connor,

Billion-Dollar Bumble: How

Whitney

Wolfe

Herd

Built America's Fastest-Growing Dating App, FORBES (Nov. 14, 2017), <hltps://wwwxforbes~com/

sites/clareoconnor/2017/ 1/14/billion-dollar-bumble-how-whitney-wolfe-herd-built-americas-fastestgrowing-dating-app/#27bdabfe248b> (discussing how Whitney Wolfe, who settled a harassment claim
with Tinder, began the dating app Bumble).
100. See Alison Wistner, The VC World Is Still a Boys' Club - Here's How to Change That,
ENTREPRENEUR (Oct. 26, 2018), <https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/321321>
("[A]ttracting
operators or founders who have previously raised venture capital can significantly broaden the pool of
talent at an investment firm. More often than not, however, we see this happen through the hiring of
male entrepreneurs-in-residence. The strategy can and should be implemented equally to include female
entrepreneurs.").
101. See Jessica Fink, Gender Sidelining and the Problem of UnactionableDiscrimination, 29
STAN. L. & POL'Y REv. 57, 100-01 (2018) (citing Christine Jolls, AntidiscriminationLaw's Effects on

Implicit Bias, in 3

NYU SELECTED ESSAYS ON LABOR & EMPLOYMENT LAW, BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS

OF WORKPLACE DISCRIMINATION 69 (Mitu Gulati & Michael Yelnosky eds., 2007) ("In other words,
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venture capitalists could further help pressure the companies themselves to
increase gender equality, and these investors could demand that startups
establish a more equitable working environment. 1 02
G. Stronger Regulation
As discussed earlier, there is very little regulation or oversight in this
area. Indeed, there is an ongoing debate in the courts over whether workers
in this industry should be considered employees or independent
contractors.10 3 Without employment status, technology workers will lack
many of the protections that are offered by federal employment laws. In
particular, Title VII prohibits employers from engaging in sexual
harassment or perpetrating a hostile work environment on the basis of
sex. 10 4 This law, however, which is the primary source of recourse for
workers facing abusive environments, does not protect independent
contractors-or others failing to satisfy the statutory definition of
"employee." 10 5 This result leaves literally millions of workers vulnerable in
the platform economy to being subjected to a hostile working environment
without the necessary legal standing to help correct the situation or
effectuate any type of meaningful recovery.
From a policy standpoint alone, the courts should strongly consider
categorizing workers in this sector as employees afforded all of the

by altering the demographics of a workplace, or perhaps other physical or sensory aspects of the work
environment, one might alter how employees view coworkers who hail from different backgrounds.")).
102. See Mundy, supra note 7 ("There are other reasons for hope: Venture-capital firms have
formed specifically to invest in start-ups run by women, and certain colleges - notably Carnegie
Mellon, Stanford, and Harvey Mudd - have dramatically increased the number of female students in
their computer-science programs. . . . [S]ince it began linking bonuses to diversity hiring, Intel has met
or exceeded its goals.").
103. See Benjamin Means & Joseph Seiner, Navigating the Uber Economy, 49 U.C. DAvIs L. REv.

1511 (2016). See generally O'Connor v. Uber Techs., Inc., 904 F.3d 1087 (9th Cir. 2018); Cotter v.
Lyft, Inc., No. 13-cv-04065-VC, 2017 WL 1033527 (N.D. Cal. Mar. 16, 2017) ("[T]he status of Lyft
drivers under California law remains uncertain going forward.").
104. 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2 (2012). The statute requires fifteen or more employees for coverage.

§ 2000e(b).
105. § 2000e(f).

Id

See, e.g., Salamon v. Our Lady of Victory Hosp., 514 F.3d 217, 226 (2d Cir.

2008) ("Once a plaintiff is found to be an independent contractor and not an employee ...

the Title VII

claim must fail."); Wortham v. Am. Family Ins. Grp., 385 F.3d 1139, 1141 (8th Cir. 2004) ("While we
recognize some aspects of American Family's relationship with Wortham were consistent with
employment, we conclude the overwhelming balance of factors support the district court's independent
contractor determination. Independent contractor status is not protected under the ADEA, Title VII, or
the ICRA.") (internal citations omitted); Patricia Davidson, Comment, The Definition of "Employee"
Under Title VII: DistinguishingBetween Employees and Independent Contractors, 53 U. CiN. L. REv.
203, 203 (1984) ("Only those workers who qualify as 'employees' may bring suit in federal court under
Title VII."); see also Arianne Renan Barzilay & Anat Ben-David, Platform Inequality: Gender in the
Gig-Economy, 47 SETON HALL L. REv. 393, 423-24 (2017) ("The protections of antidiscrimination
laws such as Title VII are triggered only in an employment relationship.").
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protections of Title VII. From a legal standpoint, this result will often make
sense as well, as these companies frequently exercise the necessary control
over workers to satisfy the employee definition. 106 Where workers do not
satisfy this definition, they will have little recourse when facing
environments that are hostile on the basis of sex or other protected grounds.
Where platform-based workers do not have these protections, state
and local governments should step in to afford technology workers the
opportunity to prevent abusive working relationships. State laws, or city
ordinances, could be further defined to protect all workers from hostile
working environments, irrespective of their status as employees. States and
cities with disproportionately high numbers of technology sector workers
should act quickly to adopt reforms that would protect all workers from
being subjected to a hostile working environment. 10 7 This would allow all
technology workers to raise any concerns about abusive environments
without fear of any type of reprisal.
This type of regulation goes hand-in-hand with the encouraged
reporting of harassment. If workers feel vulnerable to discipline or are
unable to achieve recovery when discriminated against, they will be
unlikely to come forward to raise concerns to their employer. 108 Regulation,
then, through federal, state, and local anti-discrimination laws, is a critical
component to changing the culture of an industry which has permitted far
too much discrimination.
H. Other Approaches
There are a number of other possible approaches to addressing hostile
work environments that exist in the technology sector. This paper does not
purport to provide an exhaustive list of these approaches, and indeed this

106.
107.

See generally Means & Seiner, supra note 103.
Cf Taylor Soper, Seattle Councilmember Who Created Uber Union Law: "We Can Be ProInnovation, but also Pro-Worker," GEEKWIRE (Dec. 17, 2015), <https://www.geekwire.com/
2015/seattle-councilmember-created-uber-union-law-can-pro-innovation-also-pro-worker/>;
Reid
Wilson, Seattle Becomes First City to Cap Uber, Lyft Vehicles, WASH. POST: Gov'T BEAT (Mar. 18,
2014), <https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/govbeat/wp/2014/03/18/seattle-becomes-first-city-to-

cap-uber-lyft-vehicles/?utm_term=.0a34c6b71 1c9>.
108. See Connie Kremer, McDonnell Douglas Burden Shifting and Judicial Economy in Title VII
Retaliation Claims:In Pursuit of Expediency, Resulting in Inefficiency, 85 U. CiN. L. REv. 857, 859-60
(2017) ("The purpose of Title VII's protections against retaliation is 'to prevent employer interference
with "unfettered access" to Title VII's remedial mechanisms.' This is done by prohibiting employer
actions that are likely to deter victims of discrimination from participating in statutorily-protected
activity, such as filing a charge of discrimination."); Patricia A. Moore, PartingIs Such Sweet Sorrow:

The Application of Title VII to Post-Employment Retaliation, 62 FoRDHAM L. REv. 205, 206 (1993).
See generally Benner, supra note 96 ("[B]ecause the venture industry operates with few disclosure
requirements, people have kept silent about investors who cross the lines with entrepreneurs.").
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essay primarily hopes to start a debate in this important area. And, it is
worth noting that others have already weighed in with suggestions. Hostile
work environments have been a problem for decades. However, the
technology sector present additional barriers and complications for
harassment claims. The scholars, courts, and companies themselves must
think outside the box, then, in attempting to address this topic.
One suggested approach would include encouraging companies to use
and adopt "decency pledges." 109 These pledges would require workers,
officers, and other company officials to sign an agreement to create an
appropriate workplace environment and to not engage in any abusive type
behavior. 10 While such agreements are likely not enforceable on their face,
they certainly emphasize the importance of creating and encouraging
nonhostile working environments." There are obvious shortcomings to
this type of approach, and it is easily critiqued.1 12 Nonetheless, there really
is only upside to adopting these types of agreements, and little, if any,
drawbacks exist other than the potential for creating false senses of
security.I3
As noted, in addition to decency pledges, other approaches to
resolving this issue exist.11 4 Some of these suggestions go hand in hand
with the approaches already offered in this essay. As a sampling, there have
been suggestions to increase the use of technology to counter hostile
environments," 5 better utilize online platforms to address the issue,1 1 6
increase diversity levels and understanding of the problem," 7 and develop
and adopt best practices in the area. 118 Some technology businesses have

109.
110.

See Nino, supra note 94.
See Hoffman, supra note 87.

111.

See id.

112. See Nino, supra note 94. Indeed, the author here notes that "pledges may be a start, but they
certainly aren't a cure-all.... Women can't pay the rent with symbols and PR gestures. What's needed
is real outcomes, and it starts by accepting we, in all corners of tech, have a systematic problem." Id

See

generally

Igor

Bosilkovski,

Silicon

Valley

Billionaire Reid

Hoffman

Condemns

-

Sexual Harassment in the Venture Capital World, FoRBES (June 23, 2017, 8:36 PM),
<https://www.forbes.com/sites/igorbosilkovski/2017/06/23/silicon-valley-billionaire-reid-hoffmancondemns-sexual-harassment-in-the-venture-capital-world/#56603de6303a>.
113. Cf Weisul, supra note 11 ("Almost no one thinks decency pledges will make much of a
difference: Just 1 percent of women and 4 percent of men thought they were the best solution.").
114. See generally Benner, supra note 96.
115. Brandie M. Nonnecke, Opinion: Fight Sexual Harassment in Technology Companies with
Technology, MERCURY NEWS (San Jose, CA) (Dec. 13, 2017), <https://www.mercurynews.com/
2017/12/13/opinion-fight-sexual-harassment-in-technology-companies-with-technology/>.
116. Maggie Roache, Online Platforms Hope to Tackle Sexual Harassment in the Tech Industry,
PENINSULA PRESS (Stanford, CA) (June 17, 2018), <http://peninsulapress.com/2018/06/17/onlineplatforms-hope-to-tackle-sexual-harassment-in-the-tech-industry/>.
117. Kolhatkar, supra note 10.

118.

Erin Griffith, What Has Tech Done to Fix Its HarassmentProblem?, WIRED (Jan. 22, 2018),
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made more transparent their gender employment statistics and pay, 119 and
other companies have explored advancing females at the company into
management positions.12 o
I A Word About Sexual Assault
This paper has focused on hostile working environments created or
permitted by employers that run afoul of the rights of individual workers.
The technology sector, however, has also encountered a number of specific
incidents with respect to customers. 121 Indeed, some customers have
alleged that they have been sexually assaulted by workers of technologybased companies. 122 It is unclear the extent to which these types of assaults
are the direct result of the current culture in the technology sector, or are
more simply the acts of individual workers that are not related to this
workplace environment. While this paper does not attempt to fully address
the issue of the sexual assault of technology-sector customers, it is certainly
a topic that cannot be ignored and is one of great social and legal/criminal
importance.123 Indeed, any steps that are taken to create an overall culture
that is less abusive and more diverse may likely lead to fewer legal
problems, potentially even reducing the number of these awful criminal
acts that occur. 124 And of course, increased training and education are
critical on this topic as well. Furthermore, from a civil liability standpoint,
this topic also implicates the question of whether these workers are
employees or independent contractors of the company. 12 The specific

<https://www.wired.com/story/what-has-tech-done-to-fix-its-harassment-problem/>.
119.

See Mundy, supra note 7.

120.

See id.

121. See, e.g., Aaron Katersky & Morgan Winsor, Women Accusing Uber Drivers of
Sexual Assault Demand Their Stories Be Heard in Court, Not Arbitration, ABC NEws (Apr. 26, 2018,
3:33
PM),
<https://abcnews.go.com/US/women-accusing-uber-drivers-sexual-assault-demandstories/story?id=54747465>; Sam Levin, Airbnb Sued By Woman Who Says She Was Sexually
Assaulted by "Superhost," GUARDIAN (July 27, 2017, 9:35 PM), <https://www.theguardian.com/
technology/2017/jul/27/airbnb-guest-sexual-assault-allegation>; Shivani Vora, Airbnb Sued by Guest
Who
Says
a
Host
Sexually
Assaulted Her,
N.Y.
TIMEs
(Aug.
2,
2017),
<https://www.nytimes.com/2017/08/02/travel/airbnb-lawsuit-host-sexual-assault.html>.

122.

See Doe v. Uber Techs, Inc., 184 F. Supp. 3d 774 (N.D. Cal. 2016).

123. See Sarah Ashley O'Brien et al., CNN Investigation: 103 Uber Drivers Accused of Sexual
Assault or Abuse, CNN TECH (Apr.
30, 2018, 5:43 PM),
<https://money.cnn.com/
2018/04/30/technology/uber-driver-sexual-assault/index.html>; see also Levin, supranote 121.
124. See generally David Lazarus, Uber and Lyft See the Light on Sexual Assault, But They Could
Do a Whole Lot Better, L.A. TIMES (May 18, 2018), <http://www.latimes.com/business/lazarus/la-filazarus-uber-lyft-sexual-assault-arbitration-20180518-story.html#>.

125.

See Doe, 184 F. Supp. 3d 774; Cotter v. Lyft, Inc., 60 F. Supp. 3d 1067, 1078 (N.D. Cal.

2015). See generally Sterling A. McMahan, Moving to Dismiss: Ridesharing and Assaults, and the
Emerging Legal Frontier, TRIAL ADvoc. Q., Spring 2018, at 11, 13.
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question of how agency principles would work in these instances is thus
not only important for hostile work environment claims, but it is also
directly involved in the question of liability for criminal sexual assault by
technology workers. Related to this topic, the issue of the sexual assault of
customers also raises questions of negligent hiring by technology-sector
companies as well as more general questions of employer negligence. 126
Again, however, this topic is quite nuanced and is well beyond the scope of
the issues addressed here.
IV. CONCLUSION

Gender discrimination is an ongoing and undeniable problem in the
technology sector. To help resolve this issue, we must begin a dialogue on
why this problem exists. There are numerous factors that lead to a
discriminatory culture in this industry. Once we begin to better understand
the reasons for the discrimination that exists, we can begin to formulate
solutions to this problem. There is no quick fix, but with better education,
training, and other approaches, the industry can begin to face this problem
head on.

126. See Stephanie Francis Ward, Judge Rejects Uber's Independent-ContractorArgument in
Sexual Assault Tort Claim, ABA J. (May 6, 2016), <http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/

judge rejects ubersindependent-contractor _argumentin_sexual_assault_tort _> ("Plaintiffs in the tort
claim also alleged negligent hiring, citing evidence that Aiello had a 2003 assault conviction Uber
missed in his background check.").

